Probabilistic Programming for Bond Trading
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Machine-assisted bond trading is a challenging problem that could potentially be solved more effectively via probabilistic programming (PP) than standard machine learning (ML) techniques.
We demonstrate a query for few-shot-learning-based search of bond trades implemented in a PP system. Our prototype uses an ML architecture combining domain-speci!c feature engineering,
CrossCat modeling [1], few-shot learning queries [2] implemented via InferenceQL [3], and other query types (including CrossCat-based measures of bond similarity) implemented via BayesDB [3].
Additionally, we introduce a novel algorithm for active learning implemented in a PP system that can help traders find bonds that match their chosen strategy.
Initial experimental results are provided with simulated data to show this algorithm has the potential to increase search efficiency compared with non-active alternatives.
References: [1] Mansinghka V. et al, JMLR, 2016. [2] Charcut, N, MIT Thesis, 2020. [3] Schaeclte U. et al, PROBPROG, 2020 [4] Saad, F. et al, AISTATS, 2017.

Figure 3. (top) Active learning algorithm:
Pseudocode for using an ensemble of
probabilistic programs to rank rows with
missing data for a label column.

Figure 1. Results from machine-assisted bond trading. (top) Interface to collect
labels from bond traders and execute probabilistic queries: a JavaScript
spreadsheet in the probabilistic programming system (PPS) InferenceQL. (middle)
A labeled bond trade from a set of trades labeled as interesting, showing
increased yield in the recent time period. (bottom) The top bond trade from a
search query to recommend trades based on a small number of provided labels.

Figure 2. A probabilistic program learned from bond schedules. This JavaScript source code generates a set of
variables that characterize a bond at a moment in time. Repeated invocations generate a synthetic population
of bonds. This program was learned from real bonds data, as in [Saad et al. 2019], by (i) modeling the data
using CrossCat, a hierarchical Bayesian nonparametric model for multivariate data; (ii) truncating the CrossCat
model; and (iii) compiling to Javascript. Once such a model is available, query functionality is provided by both
Python and JavaScript.

Figure 4. (right) Active learning
outperforms alternatives. Small gains in
accuracy, or (equivalently) small reductions
in the amount of expert labeling needed to
get a given level of accuracy, could make
big differences for companies using Active
Few Shot Learning to inform buy and sell
decisions.

DPMM with no active learning:
▲40 labels
CrossCat model with no active learning: ▲40 labels
CrossCat model with active learning:
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